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INTRODUCTION 
This study was undertaken to investigate, compile, and update in-
formation that will prepare free lance artists to work with little diffi-
culty in the juvenile book field. 
According to the 1978 Art and Crafts Market (19), art directors who 
represent publishing companies want artists to show a thorough knowledge 
of publishing tenninology and press capabilities before an illustration 
assignment will be given. 
Opportunities for gaining the firsthand knowledge needed to under-
stand fully the highly competitive juvenile book field are not always 
readily available to the beginning free lance artist. Because it is 
necessary to understand the procedures of this field before successfully 
entering it as a working artist, this study will begin with discussions 
of historical and contemporary offset lithographic printing and its art 
preparation. The artist then will be instructed on portfolio composi-
tion, procedures to follow when selecting a publishing company and pre-
senting a portfolio to its art director, and contract guidelines which 
include warranties, remuneration, and reasons for tennination. 
The creative pieces which are a part of this thesis are examples 
of illustrations that might be incorporated into a portfolio. They are 
not discussed in a creative manner and the technical explanation is 
limited to title, size, medium, and reproduction techniques. 
The comprehensive infonnation presented within this study will pre-
pare the beginning artist to compete on a level with those who have 
previously obtained a juvenile book assignment. 
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OFFSET LITHOGRAPHY AND THE JtNENILE BOOK PUBLISlllNG INDUSTRY 
Today, the most widely used press in the book publishing industry 
is the offset lithographic press. "By 1980, it is estimated that offset 
lithography may account for two-thirds of the commercial printing in-
dustry, with letterpress and other methods reduced to one-third" (7, 
p. 190). This will place the use of offset lithography at 75% of the 
total book publishing industry. There are reasons for the popularity of 
offset lithography over letterpress, and they are stated perfectly by 
Lynd Ward, who is a popular children's book illustrator. 
Pen line, brush drawing, wash drawing, transparent water 
color, casein or gouache, crayon work, pastel, or solidly 
painted oil are all available to the artist and all trans-
ferable by the magic of offset to a book page. It is true 
that letterpress reproduction can undertake the photo-
graphic reproduction of work in all of these media, and 
does so regularly for the pages of contemporary magazines. 
But the great aesthetic problem is the letterpress can 
print a drawing whose tonal qualities require translation 
into dots of a halftone screen only on the coated papers 
that give the name "slicks" to the magazine so printed. 
Such papers can and have been used for book printing, but, 
by common agreement, they produce a cold and unfriendly book 
page and have been almost universally supplanted by the off-
set papers. (in 18, p. 80) 
Because of these facts, the author thinks it is important for the 
free lance artist to have a working knowledge of offset lithography in 
order to take the fullest advantage of the printing capabilities offered 
for illustration reproduction. 
Since the basic concept hasn't changed from the initial invention, 
an understanding of how lithography came about would be helpful. Lithog-
raphy is based on the antipathy of grease to water and was invented by 
John Aloysius Senefelder in 1798. 
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Historical Origin 
As stated in the original account of his experiments in The Inven-
tion of Lithography (23), John Senefelder started to experiment with 
various printing processes in 1793. He was trying to find an inexpen-
sive, and reasonably easy and convenient, process in order to print his 
own musical compositions and sell them to the public. 
After many experiments, Senefelder invented chemical stone printing 
which today is referred to as lithography. 
John Senefelder said, "· •• I did not invent stone printing through 
lucky accident, but that I arrived at it by way pointed out by industri-
ous thought." 
According to Senefelder, he was always looking for new ways to make 
his work easier. In 1798, to make the reproduction of a music book eas-
ier, he wanted to devise an ink that would allow drawing on paper, 
transferring the image to a stone, etching it, and then printing it on 
paper. Through several thousand experiments in sear~h of a new ink, 
Senefelder realized the antipathy of grease to water. This realization 
caused him to experiment with paper printed with common printing ink. 
Senefelder soaked a sheet of printed paper with a gum solution and dabbed 
the entire page carefully with a thick oil color. The printed letters 
took the color whereas the paper repelled the color. He then put a 
clean white sheet on top of the printed page and put them both through 
a press. The result was a perfect reversed copy. Taking the dried 
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reversed copy and treating it as he did the original gave the same re-
sults with the material now reading correctly from left to right. This 
was a chemical printing process not known of before this time. Paper 
printing plates were used for experimentations with the new process, but 
they proved too fragile for connnercial use. Senefelder decided to try 
stone printing plates - the next logical step because of his previous 
experiments with stone etching. Most stone such as slate, glass, or 
porcelain, does not absorb grease, but such is not the case with lime-
stone. It absorbs grease readily. Senefelder took a cleanly polished 
limestone, drew on it with a piece of soap fat, poured the gum solution 
over it and sponged it with a thin oil color. All of the fat-marked 
areas adsorbed the ink, the rest repelled it. Each time a print was 
pulled, the stone was rewet and reinked. This was the beginning of 
lithography as we know it today. 
The process of chemical stone printing was first introduced to the 
public in 1799, and on July 18, 1801, a patent was granted under the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland to John Aloysius Senefelder 
for the legal rights to chemical printing. 
Offset Lithographic Press 
When the printing and the nonprinting areas are on the same plane, 
the overall chemical process is called planographic. As stated before, 
connnercially, the most important planographic process is offset lithog-
raphy. 
With indirect, or offset lithography, a blanket is positioned 
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between the printing plate and the paper. This eliminates direct con-
tact, thus the tenn offset. 
When producing original illustrations for offset lithography, the 
artist must realize that the original illustration is only a working 
drawing. "The final printed picture is the work of art" (9, p. 86). 
Because of this widely shared opinion, the author thinks it is 
necessary to stress the importance of understanding art preparation for 
printing to the artist working in the juvenile book field. 
Art preparation 
Many art directors agree with Jean Karl, vice-president and direc-
tor of the children's book department for Atheneum Publishers, who said, 
"The knowledge of preseparating art is helpful to the beginning artist, 
but it is not always necessary." For instance, a book jacket is usually 
allowed the budget needed for full-color art. The artist in this case 
would not have to preseparate the illustration because this would be 
done by the printer. "If given an assigmnent for inside illustrations, 
the artist would in most cases be required to preseparate the original 
illustration" (16). 
Alan Benjamin, art director for children's books at Macmillan Pub-
lishing Company, stated, "If an artist is wanted by my publishing com-
pany, we will go out of our way to instruct the artist in the methods of 
preseparating art" (4). This will work if the artist is in New York 
where Macmillan Publishing is located, but it would be difficult to help 
someone who lives elsewhere. The general reconnnendation for those who 
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live outside the New York area is to learn how to preseparate art prior 
to obtaining an illustration assigrnnent from a publishing company. 
Preseparating art reduces the cost of a book for the publisher, 
but this is not the only reason an artist should understand the mechan-
ical assembly process. "Preseparated art, where the artist prepares a 
piece of work for each individual color plate, was created to reduce 
costs of manufacture by eliminating the expense of color filtering full-
color paintings. Today some effects are achieved through preseparated 
work that could be arrived at in no other way. Using this approach, the 
artist has unique control over the printed result" (17, p. 86). 
To print an illustration, the original art must be converted to 
printable images which will be in the form of photographic transparen-
cies, or camera-ready-art. The artist's basic concern in this trans-
formation is the image conversion. The original illustration can be con-
verted into a printable image by the artist through preseparated mechan-
ical art assemblies, or by the printer with the help of graphic photog-
raphy. The camera-ready-art is then assembled into single unit flats. 
By photomechanics, these flats are then converted into single unit lith-
ographic press plates. 
Press plates The presensitized press plate is the most popular. 
It has a base of aluminum and a coating that is light sensitive. There 
are two types of presensitized plates. The first is a negative-working 
plate which is exposed to light with photographic negatives. The second 
is a positive-working plate which is exposed to light with photographic 
positives. 
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Press units ---
Every offset printing unit has three basic members: (1) plate 
cylinder, (2) blanket cylinder, and (3) impression cylinder. The inked 
image is transferred from the image carrier to an intermediate cylinder 
known as the blanket. The ink image is then transferred from the blan-
ket to the paper which is carried by the impression cylinder. 
Plate cylinder The plate cylinder, sometimes referred to as the 
image carrier, of the three cylinders, is generally placed in the most 
accessible position on the press. This is because it holds the press 
plate and more attention must be given to this cylinder during a press 
run. 
Blanket cylinder The blanket cylinder for offset printing is in 
direct contact with the plate cylinder during a press run. It is posi-
tioned between the plate and the impression cylinders, and is independ-
ently adjustable to both cylinders. The reasons are twofold: (1) The 
blanket cylinder can be moved away from the other two cylinders to allow 
the pressure to be "thrown off." This allows maintenance to the plate 
and impression cylinders without getting the blanket dirty. (2) The 
adjustment feature is allowed for variation in the thickness of the 
blanket and printing stocks. 
Impression cylinder The impression cylinder, often referred to 
as the paper cylinder, serves for positioning and supporting the paper 
during a press run. 
Dampening unit The dampening unit keeps the nonimage areas of 
the press plate water receptive and ink repellent. Conventional units 
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consist of a water reservoir and five rollers. The rollers are: (1) The 
fountain roller which is cloth covered, has a felt base, and is parti-
ally immersed in the fountain solution. Its purpose is to carry solution 
to the ductor roller. (2) The ductor roller is usually convered with a 
thick cotton fabric. It oscillates between the fountain roller and the 
vibrator while carrying fountain solution to the vibrator roller. (3) 
The vibrator roller is bare and power driven. It makes two motions. The 
first is a rotary motion and the second is a side-to-side motion which 
together are referred to as "axial vibration." This motion serves to 
equalize the flow of water and prevents streaks on the fonn rollers. 
(4,5) The fonn rollers which are usually cotton covered and are posi-
tioned to come into direct contact with the press plate serve to dampen 
the press plate before each inking. 
Inking unit In general, inking units are roller equipped and 
consist of: (1) a fountain, (2) a fountain blade, (3) a fountain roller, 
(4) a ductor roller, (5,6) ink distributing rollers called the vibrator 
and rider, and (7) the plate fonn roller which transfers ink film onto 
the surface of the press plate. 
Press ~ 
How do all of these separate printing units relate to make the lith-
ographic principle work? (1) The press plate is secured around the plate 
cylinder. (2) The dampening unit moistens the press plate. (3) The ink-
ing unit places a film of ink on the press plate. The image areas are 
ink receptive and the nonimage areas are ink repellent. (4) The ink is 
transferred from the right-reading image plate to the rubber blanket on 
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the blanket cylinder. The image will now be wrong-reading side up. 
(5) The ink image will be transferred from the blanket to the paper stock 
which is being carried on the impression cylinder. The image at comple-
tion is right-reading side up. 
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1. fountain 
2. fountain blade 
3. fountain roller 
4. ductor roller 
5. vibrator roller 
6. rider roller 
7. plate fonn roller 
8. fountain roller 
9. ductor roller 
10. vibrator roller 
11. fonn roller 
12. fonn roller lb 
13. plate cylinder 
14. blanket cylinder 
15. impression cylinder 
16. paper 
Figure 1. One-color, sheet-fed, offset lithographic 
press with inking and dampening units 
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THE ARTIST AND THE JUVENILE BOOK PUBLISHING COMPANY 
An art director of a publishing company may review as many as three 
hundred illustration portfolios a year to find artists for as few as ten 
juvenile book assigmnents. An artist who is beginning in the juvenile 
book field must be prepared to compete on a level with those who have 
already been successful in obtaining book assigmnents. "It is harder 
than ever now to get assigmnents or to have a picture book published 
••• fewer books are being put out now than there were five years ago" 
(17, p. xvi). 
Many artists haphazardly make attempts to obtain juvenile book 
assigmnents. According to Jean Karl, editor of the juvenile department 
at Athene\llll Publishers, this kind of attempt is often useless without 
the proper understanding of the highly competitive juvenile book field. 
A fifteen percent employment drop in the book pub-
lishing industry - from 1973 to 1976 - seems to paint 
a grim picture for the free lance artist looking for 
assigmnents. But just the opposite has occurred. 
Fewer full-time staffers has led to smaller in-house 
art departments thus increasing the need for free lance 
help. (16, p. 118) 
There are four basic areas of juvenile book assigmnents obtained by 
free lance artists: (1) complete book design, (2) cover design, (3) in-
side illustrations, and (4) promotional design. 
Before an artist can obtain an assigmnent from even one of these 
four basic areas, a portfolio must first be presented to the art direc-
tor of any given publishing company. 
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Portfolio Composition 
According to Alan Benjamin, the art director of children's books 
at Macmillan Publishing Company, the portfolio is the key to obtaining 
an assigmnent. An artist beginning in the juvenile book field rarely 
receives a full-color assigmnent. Instead, the artist will be asked to 
prepare a book jacket or perhaps a few black and white line drawings 
for a text (4). 
Because of this consideration, it is beneficial to include fewer 
full-color illustrations in a portfolio and more low budget examples -
such as one- or two-color, line or continuous-tone. 
The type of illustrations to include in a portfolio is a difficult 
problem to solve. If at all possible, the illustrations should be di-
rected toward juvenile subject matter. If it can be shown that they 
were obviously prepared as if for a juvenile book assigmnent, all the 
better. 
The majority of budding artists appear with a sheaf 
of oversized paintings in full-color on some com-
pletely adult and often weird subject. It is hard 
for an editor or her assistant to judge what these 
manrnoth things will look like when reduced to a 5" 
X 8" page size. It is hard to judge whether an art-
ist who is good at adult stuff will have the right 
touch, appeal, and design that attracts children and 
the juvenile audience. (9, p. 99) 
An attempt to copy an already published artist's style should be 
avoided. Illustration is a high art whether it is portrayed in a primi-
tive or complex style, and art directors are always looking for a new 
and interesting viewpoint. 
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On the other hand, and to the misfortune of the artist, a publisher 
could show interest in a style because it is an imitation of an already 
published artist's work. "The drawback is the flood of imitators, often 
promoted and fostered by competing publishers, which reduces a fresh 
style to a worn-out formula" (17, p. 4). 
"The most connnon item missing from a portfolio is a two-page spread" 
(4). If two-page spreads, spot drawings, or illustrations with type have 
not been included as part of the original illustrations in a portfolio, 
it is often a good idea for the artist to include a dummy or proposed 
layout of a popular story that has already been published. This will 
show the artist's ability to do various types of compositional layouts 
as well as finish an entire book design. 
Since most publishing companies release books directed toward vari-
ous age groups, a variety of media and styles should be represented 
within the samples. "Don't just do picture book samples. Indicate some 
teenage subject matter" (16). 
A portfolio with fifteen samples will be sufficient if it does not 
include numerous duplicates of one style. An art director will be able 
to tell from one sample of a particular style whether it fits the pub-
lisher's needs. 
Selection of Publishing Companies 
There are many publishing companies that hire free lance artists. 
Deciding which ones to approach with a portfolio is a difficult decision 
to make. 
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Looking at published children's books offers an excellent oppor-
tunity for selecting a publishing company. Books can be found in a 
library; the publishing company, along with the address, will be found 
within the front endpapers. 
The Writer's Market includes a list of book publishers. If a com-
pany publishes children's books, a juvenile book subheading will indicate 
this fact along with the type of books published, possible phone num-
bers, and names of the juvenile editor and art director. Although the 
infonnation found in this particular book is directed toward writers, 
the art director listed will usually look at free lance art portfolios. 
Identical infonnation can be found in the Art ~ Crafts Market as 
is in the Writer's Market, with two major exceptions. First, the Art 
~ Crafts Market is slanted more toward the artist and second, it includes 
a shorter list of publishers. For these reasons, it would be wise to 
check both publications before compiling a list of publishing compa-
nies. 
The Children's Book Counsel prints a free list of publishing com-
panies, art directors, and their recormnendations of what to include in 
a free lance art portfolio. Addresses, phone numbers, and how to submit 
work are also part of the given infonnation. This source is quite help-
ful because the material is always kept up to date. To obtain this list 
it is necessary to send a twenty-eight cent SASE (Self-Addressed, Stamped 
Envelope) to the Children's Book Counsel, Illustrator's Aid, 67 Irving 
Place, New York, N.Y. 10003. 
It is important for the artist to realize that all publishing 
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companies do not release the same style of books. Before compiling a 
final list, the artist should review children's books from each publish-
ing company of interest. Then a judgment can be made of the artist's 
portfolio. Do the portfolio samples coincide with the needs of each 
particular publishing company? It would be useless to present a port-
folio full of picture book samples to an art director whose publishing 
company releases books for young adults or older. 
From a conversation with Arnold Lobel, a well-known juvenile book 
artist, it was learned that the best plan is not to begin by approaching 
small publishing companies. The big companies usually have larger bud-
gets and publish more books per year, a situation which allows them to 
take greater risks with unknown artists (20). 
After the artist decides which publishing companies to approach 
with a portfolio, a plan to present it to each company's art director 
must be formulated. There are three general plans: (1) representation 
by an agent, (2) personal interview, and (3) mailing a portfolio. 
Representation ~ !.!! agent 
Finding the name of a reputable agent is more difficult than it 
sounds. One source is the Art~ Crafts Market. It includes a list of 
agents, their addresses, and phone nlUllbers. 
Not many artists trying to obtain juvenile book assigmnents use an 
agent, and few agents will take on this type of client. The reason in 
both cases is monetary. An agent makes a living by selling the artist's 
ability to illustrate, and the task is time conslUlling. The artist, 
expecially in the beginning, will not make a great deal of money from 
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book assignments, and there may be a limited n'l.Ullber the first year or 
two. For example: Macmillan Publishing Company pays a minimum of $65 
for each black and white illustration and $75 for each color illustra-
tion. The agent will generally take 25 to 33 percent of the artist's 
earnings as a fee. This cuts into the profits. From the agent's point 
of view, n'l.Ullerous phone calls must be made, many appointments must be 
attended, and a large quantity of assigmnents must be obtained for the 
artist in order for the agent to make a living at 25 to 33 percent. That 
is why only the best artists are accepted for representation by an agent. 
In effect, an agent employs the artist; the artist does not employ the 
agent. 
Art directors generally prefer to deal directly with the artist; 
but if the decision is made to secure an agent, certain basic agreements 
should be put in writing. Some of the more important ones are these: 
(1) What is the exact commission per assignment, and will that figure 
change depending upon each assignment? (2) Will the agent receive a 
commission each future time even if the person employing the artist goes 
directly to the artist instead of through the agent? (3) Will the agent 
receive a connnission from every job no matter who obtains the assign-
ment? 
The artist should make certain that nothing is signed unless both 
parties are completely satisfied. No art director will refuse to view 
a portfolio without agent representation; but if the artist cannot manage 
a personal interview, an agent can be helpful by taking the portfolio 
from publisher to publisher. 
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Personal interview 
Most of the large publishing companies are centered in the New 
York area. If the artist is fortunate and can travel to or lives near 
a publishing company, the best approach is the personal interview. This 
gives the art director an opportunity to meet the artist, and personal 
contact may be psychologically helpful. It gives the artist the chance 
to become more than a voice on the phone or an illustration from a port-
folio. 
Appointments should be made prior to meeting with an art director. 
Taking a chance and just dropping by could put the artist in a poor posi-
tion if that particular day happens to be hectic for the art director. 
Because of busy schedules, some art directors have regular weekly hours 
set aside to view portfolios. If an artist does take a chance and drops 
by without an appointment, the usual procedure is to ask if the port-
folio may be left and picked up at a later date. 
The portfolio should be well-organized and easy to handle. Slides 
or photographic prints should be made of the oversized illustrations that 
are too important to delete. If slides are shown, a compact manual 
slide viewer should be taken to the interview. In addition to what is 
normally included in a portfolio, a personal interview allows the artist 
the opportunity to show a few samples of preseparated art. 
If an art director is interested in the artist's style, usually a 
xerox copy of the illustrations will be made to keep on file. The artist 
should remember, whatever is easiest and most convenient for the art 
director is best for the artist. Therefore, it may prove beneficial to 
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keep copies of the illustrations handy to offer to the art director 
if interest is shown. 
If samples are kept on file, the art director may call to give the 
artist an assigrnnent. If a sufficient amount of time has elapsed with 
no response, the artist should make another appointment, but only if 
there are new illustrations to show to the art director. Showing the 
same illustrations over and over would be a waste of time for the art 
director as well as the artist. 
Mailing .! portfolio 
Mailing a portfolio is the more difficult approach to obtaining a 
book assigrnnent, but it can be successful if done properly. It takes 
more research and more patience, but if the artist cannot get to New 
York, or one of the other areas where a publishing company exists, it 
is an alternative way to get a portfolio to the art director. 
The guidelines for sending a portfolio to a publishing company are 
similar to those a writer follows when sending a manuscript. A port-
folio should always be sent SASE, and since the artist pays all postal 
charges, it is logical not to send anything heavy or bulky. A portfolio 
is valuable whether it includes original illustrations or sample copies 
and should be sent registered and insured. The artist should remember 
as before: Whatever is easiest and most convenient for the art direc-
tor is best for the artist. Because of this rule, the best approach is 
to send sample copies that make it easy for the art director to keep and 
file. 
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Some of the infonnation found concerning publishing companies 
stated that slides could be sent as portfolio samples. After discuss-
ing this opinion with several art directors representing these compa-
nies, the general consensus was that slides are a waste of time. They 
are difficult to view and will usually be overlooked when an art direc-
tor examines sample art before assigning a book. It was discovered 
that the best approach is to send PMTs (Photo Mechanical Transfer) or 
xerox copies of black and white illustrations. Photographic prints of 
continuous-tone and color illustrations should be sent instead of slides. 
The photographic prints do not have to be of excellent quality. If the 
continuous-tone illustrations are black and white, and the original is 
of average book size (6" X 9"), xerox copies can be sent instead of 
photographic prints. If the illustrations were prepared as finished 
art, infonnation as to how the artist planned to preseparate them will 
be helpful. The art director will then know the artist has the neces-
sary knowledge needed to preseparate art without this fact being stated 
directly. If a dumny layout of a short story has been designed, it 
should be xeroxed and also included with the sample illustrations. Also, 
a cover letter should always be part of a portfolio. This will state 
perhaps the artist's philosophy about the illustration's design, re-
search techniques, or a list of artistic credits. It is unnecessary, 
but if the artist desires to mention educational credentials or a past 
employment history, it should be done briefly. The illustrations are 
the most important part of the portfolio presentation and the art direc-
tor will be able to tell from these samples whether the artist's talent 
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can be utilized. 
If the portfolio does not fill the publisher's needs, and was sent 
SASE, it will be returned. Otherwise, it will most likely be thrown away 
without the artist's knowing if it was received with interest. If the 
portfolio is returned, it can be used again and sent to another publish-
ing company. Since art directors are quite busy, it is rare to receive 
a critique of the portfolio with its return. If the portfolio is re-
turned, it is not always a comment against the artistic talent of the 
artist. It is a corranent that the samples in the portfolio do not match 
the publisher's needs. 
Contracts 
If a juvenile book assignment is obtained, the artist and the pub-
lisher enter into a contract agreement. The artist needs to understand 
that a publisher is responsible for distributing the printed material to 
the public, a commitment which includes all publicity and sales. 
As stated in The Visual Artist~ the Law (1), all contracts with 
a publishing company should be made in some form of writing. This prac-
tice will alleviate any misconceptions between the artist and the pub-
lisher. As an example, most artists believe that when illustrations are 
published the artist automatically has ownership of the originals after 
they are used. This is not the case and unless specified in contract 
form the original illustrations are lost to the publisher. 
There are three general types of contracts frequently used by pub-
lishing companies when dealing with free lance artists. 
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The first is the letter fonn contract which sets forth the basic 
tenns. Infonnation such as type of illustrations required, payment in-
formation, rights, and a statement of warranty needed from the artist 
will be within the body of the letter. 
The second frequently used letter form contract states briefly that 
the publisher has "world rights." This means the publisher has all 
rights to the illustrations and the artist has none. Either of these 
two contracts is acceptable if the artist has worked with the publisher 
previously with no problems. 
The third contract is the standard fonn agreement. The usual 
policy is to use a standard printed form contract which allows changes 
depending on the bargaining power of the artist. 
Contract guidelines 
A contract should clearly describe the art requirements for which 
the artist is responsible. An example would be twelve drawings, three 
colors, full page or half page, cover design, and so forth. 
The artist is generally required to submit preliminary sketches and 
use "best efforts" when executing the final illustrations. The type of 
preliminary sketches will vary depending on each artist. It may not 
always be necessary to send a finished sample with the sketches if the 
publisher has previously seen originals of the style requested. 
In the case of a book contract which may cover a number of years and 
assignments, a delivery schedule for finished illustrations will always 
be provided. These dates will usually be listed separately for each 
book. This type of contract agreement may state titles of the books to 
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be illustrated or a list of books from which a certain ntnnber of assign-
ments may be chosen. The time schedules and specifications will be 
listed separately for each book. 
A penalty clause that will be enforced if the deadlines are not met 
may also be included. The penalty clause is usually in the fonn of a 
payment reduction or tennination of the total contract. 
The publisher is protected by the contract and is under no obliga-
tion to use the illustrations submitted. This must be understood in the 
beginning. When royalty payments are involved, an initial payment will 
be made in case the contract goes no further. 
A contract may also state that the illustrations will absolutely not 
be altered in any manner without the consent of the artist. In cases 
such as this, the artist will generally make any changes agreed upon and 
without additional payment. 
Some book illustration contracts, especially older contracts, pro-
vide for all rights, title rights, copyrights, and the right to the draw-
ings to be those of the publisher as well as unrestricted rights to use 
the art. This type of contract is outdated and is unacceptable for a 
fair agreement. 
The publisher may often attempt to retain the exclusive services of 
the artist. As in the case of a book publisher, this attempt is an ex-
clusive service clause used for a protective purpose. The exclusive 
service clause prohibits the artist from producing a similar style of 
illustration for a competing publishing company. This agreement would 
only be for the term of the contract and would not mean that negotiations 
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for a new deal with the existing or new publisher could not be made 
prior to the tennination of the contract. 
A contract that covers the illustrating of only one book will not 
contain an exclusive service clause, except under unusual circumstances. 
Today, most publishers are limited to the publication rights, repro-
duction rights, promotion rights, some book club rights, reprint edi-
tion rights (motion picture, television, and other conunercial rights), 
first serial rights (sale of art or parts to newspapers and periodicals 
before book publication), and second serial rights (sale of the art or 
parts to newspapers and periodicals after book publication). The artist 
retains the copyrights and the right to the original illustrations after 
a certain length of time or as per agreement. 
Copyright ownership is automatic from the moment the illustration 
is created. "When contributing to a copyrighted publication, the illus-
trator's work is not only protected by federal copyright (under the new 
law) but by the publication's general copyright notice" (15, p. 17). 
The first copyright for a published work is twenty-eight years and 
the second, if renewed, is a forty-seven year tenn. Art is in public 
domain and can be reproduced and distributed by anyone fifty years after 
the death of the artist. 
To register a copyright for published illustrations, the artist 
should send $10 and two photos, slides, or photocopies of the art, with 
an application (available on request) to the United States Copyright 
Office, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 20540. Whether the illus-
trations are registered or not, the symbol @ , "Copr" or "Copyright", 
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the year of creation or publication, and the artist's name should be 
visible somewhere on the original art. The artist's individual copy-
right notice can be displayed when submitting illustrations to publish-
ers. 
Warranty 
A publishing contract in all cases will contain a warranty clause. 
This will state that the illustrations are original and do not infringe 
upon any copyright or violate any other rights and are not unlawful in 
any respect. The artist will make compensation to the publisher for 
damages and expenses incurred by reason of a violation of the warranty. 
In addition, the publisher will often require the artist to obtain and 
furnish written permission to use any material reproduced in the illus-
trations that has been previously copyrighted by someone else. An ex-
ample of using previously copyrighted material would be the following: 
An artist uses the McDonald's golden arches, Ronald McDonald, and other 
McDonald characters in an illustration to be released in a book. Since 
these items are already copyrighted designs and ideas, permission will 
have to be obtained for their use in any form. 
The legality of an illustration is a bit more difficult to explain 
because it involves the constitutional rights of the artist. The First 
Amendment of the United States Constitution protects the rights of art-
ists to express their ideas freely without retribution. However, there 
are circumstances where the artist could overstep the bounds of protec-
tion. These areas involve obscenity, desecration of the American flag, 
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and public defamation of a person's character. 
In the case of juvenile book illustrations, the warranty is gen-
erally needed for originality and copyright protection instead of unlaw-
ful art. If unlawful art is submitted, the publisher will usually exer-
cise the right not to use the illustration. 
Remuneration 
Remuneration is either on a flat fee or a royalty basis. From in-
fonnation in the~ and the Writer (21), it was discovered that a flat 
fee contract allows the artist to be paid on a monthly basis, whereas a 
royalty contract usually provides the artist with 5 percent or less on 
the catalog retail price of each book sold. This agreement excludes 
books provided free of charge, samples, damaged books, or books sold 
below cost. 
Royalties on juvenile books are often split fifty-fifty with the 
artist and writer. Where color illustrations are involved, the normal 
10-12\ percent is divided fifty-fifty between the artist and the writer. 
For text with line drawings, the normal split would be 8-10 percent for 
the writer and 2 percent for the artist. Where illustrations are mini-
mal, the publisher may pay a flat fee to the artist and a royalty to 
the writer. The artist should make certain the royalties are based on 
the retail price instead of the "net receipts." The artist should not 
anticipate receiving all of the publisher's payments from royalties. 
Advances for promised illustrations or partial payments for illustra-
tions not used are necessary. 
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A publishing contract may provide for division of the subsidiary 
rights income. That is, proceeds from the sale of motion picture, me-
chanical reproduction, newspaper, magazine, translation, dramatic, radio 
or television rights will be divided. The percentage is negotiable. 
Sometimes the artist may be allowed 100 percent of the proceeds 
from the sale of a right, but this is only done when there is virtually 
no chance of such rights being sold. For instance, a book on the his-
tory of printing is usually not adaptable to a motion picture, so these 
rights might be given to the artist at 100 percent proceeds. A pub-
lisher may provide that proceeds from the sale of a publication right to 
a book club be shared in some proportion with the artist, and this pro-
vision does have value. 
It is common for the artist to be presented with five or so copies 
of the book and be allowed a discount of 40 to 60 percent on additional 
copies that the artist may want to purchase. 
Tennination 
The failure of the publisher to keep a book in print or for sale, 
the opinion of the publisher that a book is no longer profitable, or the 
sell out of an edition are all grounds in some contracts for tennination. 
Bankruptcy, insolvency, or liquidation of the publisher are also grounds. 
In these cases, all rights originally granted by the artist to the pub-
lisher revert back to the artist. This may provide for the transfer 
of copyrights to the artist if they are not already in the artist's 
name. Also, this offers the opportunity for the artist to purchase any 
existing press plates. 
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THE CREATIVE PIECES 
The creative pieces included with this thesis are examples of the 
type of illustrations that might be included in the portfolio of an 
artist when trying to obtain a juvenile book assignment. The illustra-
tions will not be discussed in a creative manner. They will be listed 
individually by title, size, medium, and possible reproduction technique. 
1. Title: "D is for Dragon" 
Size: w 20" x h 20" 
Medium: Pencil on ross board. 
Reproduction Technique: One color line plate. 
2. Title: "You've Got to Kiss a Lot of Frogs Before You Find 
Your Prince" 
Size: w 811 x h 10" 
Medium: Intaglio etching on 100% rag paper. 
Reproduction Technique: One color halftone plate. 
3. Title: "Twelve Days of Christmas" 
Size: w 24" x h 24" 
Media: Rapidiograph pen line and india ink airbrush on 200 wt. 
hot press illustration board. 
Reproduction Technique: One color line and halftone plate. 
4. Tit le: "Tigerli ly" 
Size: w 12" x h 12" 
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Media: Rapidiograph pen line and magic marker. 
Reproduction Technique: One color line plate. 
5. Title: "The Dragon of the Magic Forest" 
Size: w 20" x h 20" 
Media: Wax resist sky with india ink, india ink spatter technique 
airbrush, and india ink pen line on 200 wt. hot press illustration 
board. 
Reproduction Technique: One color line plate. 
6. Title: "The Dragon of the Magic Forest" 
Size: w 20" x h 20" 
Media: Rapidiograph pen line and watercolor wash on 300 wt. cold 
press illustration board. 
Reproduction Technique: One color black line plate, and one color 
black watercolor wash halftone plate printed with brown ink. 
7. Title: "The Dragon of the Magic Forest" 
Size: w 20" x h 20" 
Media: Transparent artist's inks, india ink, and acrylic applied 
with airbrush on No. 114 cold press watercolor board. 
Reproduction Technique: Four-color process for color areas and 
black shadow. One color line plate for outline prepared on an 
acetate flap and printed with black ink. 
8. Title: "Hoot Owl" 
Size: w 12" x h 18" 
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Media: Watercolor, gouache, and acrylic on No. 114 cold water 
press watercolor board. 
Reproduction Technique: Four-color process. 
9. Title: "Jabberwocky" 
Size: w 20" x h 20" 
Media : Pencil and oil on gesso covered illustration board. 
Reproduction Technique: Four-color process. 
10. Title: "Tree on the Hill and the Hill Stood Still" 
Size: w 12" x h 12" 
Media: Transparent watercolor with pencil outline on No. 114 
cold press watercolor board. 
Reproduction Technique: Four-color process. 
11. Title: "Letterpress When Toasted Looses Its Good Looks" 
Size: w 10" x h 8" 
Medium: Intaglio etching on 100% rag paper. 
Reproduction Technique: Three color halftone plates. All are 
prepared in black. One will be printed with black ink, one with 
brown ink, and one with red ink. 
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12. Title: "The Last Dragon in the World" 
Size: w 8" x h 8" 
Medium: Watercolor on No. 114 cold press watercolor board. 
Reproduction Technique: Four-color process. 
13. Title: "Rapunzel, Rapunzel" 
Size: w 8" x h 15" 
Medium: Watercolor on No. 114 cold press watercolor board. 
Reproduction Technique: Four-color process and two color plates. 
One line plate is for the border outline, prepared with black on 
an acetate flap, but printed with brownk ink. The second line 
plate is for the thick border lines which would be prepared in 
solid black but printed with a solid pink ink. The rest of the 
border design would be part of the four-color process along with 
the inside illustration. 
14. Title: "You Always Find it Under the Grass" 
Size: w 7" x h 7" 
Medium: Transparent watercolor wash on No. 114 cold press 
watercolor board. 
Reproduction Technique: Four-color process one color line plate 
for the border outline. It would be prepared with black on an 
acetate flap but printed with a solid brown ink. 
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15. Title: "The Walrus and the Carpenter" 
Size: w 20" x h 20" 
Media: Transparent watercolor, acrylic, gouache, and opaque 
artist's inks on No. 114 cold press watercolor board. 
Reproduction Technique: Four-color process. 
16. Tit le: "Crocodile of the Nile" 
Size: w 20" x h 20" 
Media: Oil and pencil on a gesso covered illustration board. 
Reproduction Technique: Four-color process. 
17. Title: "That's Where the Tall Corn Grows" 
Size: w 20" x h 20" 
Media: Acrylic, watercolor, and gouache on No. 114 cold press 
watercolor board. 
Reproduction Technique: Four-color process. 
18. Title: "Jack and the Beanstalk" 
Size: w 20" x h 23" 
Media: Transparent watercolor and pencil on No. 114 cold press 
watercolor board. 
Reproduction Technique: Four-color process. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to investigate, compile, and update 
information that would prepare free lance artists to work with little 
difficulty in the juvenile book field. 
Historical and contemporary offset lithographic printing and its 
art preparation were discussed in order to give the artist a working 
knowledge of these basic areas. Also contained within this study was 
advice on portfolio composition, procedures to follow when selecting a 
publishing company and presenting a portfolio to its art director, and 
contract guidelines which included warranties, remuneration, and reasons 
for termination. 
The creative pieces shown were examples of illustrations that 
might be incorporated into a portfolio. They were not discussed in a 
creative manner and the technical explanation was limited to title, size, 
meditnn, and reproduction techniques. 
This investigation has presented beginning artists with enough 
practical information to allow them to compete on a level with those 
who have previously obtained a juvenile book assignment. 
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